
Go da
Cheese!

3–5 players / 15 minutes / ages 6 and above

 Backdrop 
A large, rich house must of course contain a large, rich 
pantry. And there, you will find a lot of cheese!
All mice from around the neighbourhood have been waiting 
and longing for the day when the door to the pantry will 
open, dreaming dreams on stuffing themselves with that 
delicious cheese...
And one day, the door opened. Everyone rushed to the 
feast, trying to beat their rivals to the goal, and hoping that 
the vicious cat wouldn't see them...
Whose mice will be able to steal most cheese, whose cats 
will catch most mice, and whose dogs will chase away 
most cats? This is the start of a fearsome fight for food and 
fame!

 Contents 
75 Animal cards
(15 each in 5 colours: Red, Blue, Yellow, Green, Black)
 9 Normal Mice (of which 2 with  mark)
 2 Fat mice
 1 King mouse
 2 Cats (both have  marks)

11 Cheese cards
The number on the cheese cards indicate how many mice 
the cheese can feed.

5 Player cards

 Preparations 
Shuffle the Cheese cards, and lay out a number of them, 
forming the circumference of a circle. The number of 
Cheese cards forming this circle is double the amount of 
players:
 3 players: 6 cards
 4 players: 8 cards
 5 players: 10 cards
Put the remaining Cheese cards back in the box.

Each player chooses a colour, and takes the Player card 
and the 15 Animal cards in that colour. Each player shuffles 
their Animal cards to make a face down deck. The Player 
card is put face up before each player.
Each player then draws 3 animal cards from their deck to 
form their hand.

The player who most recently ate cheese is the starting 
player.

 Flow of the game 
The players take turns, starting with the starting player and 
then clockwise around the table.
On his turn, a player may either draw 3 animal cards from 
his deck, or place 3 animal cards from his hand. Passing 
is not allowed.

a) Draw 3 animal cards
The player draws 3 Animal cards from his deck to his hand. 
The player may not do this if his deck has run out. Also, the 
hand limit is 6 cards: a player who already has 6 cards in 
hand cannot choose this action.

b) Place 3 Animal cards.
The player chooses 3 cards from his hand, and places 
them beside the cheese cards, on the outer side of the 
card circle, in the following manner:

* The first card is placed face down beside ANY cheese 
card.

* The second card is placed face up beside the next 
cheese in clockwise direction.

* The third card is also placed face up, beside the second 
next cheese in clockwise direction.

However, animal cards with a  mark are not placed face 
up, but face down, even if they are the second or third 
card placed.
If there are no other Animal cards by the cheese card, just 
place the new Animal card card beside the cheese card, on 
the outer side of the circle.
If there already is one or more Animal cards by the cheese 
card, place the new Animal card on top of the previous 
card(s), splaying them a bit so you can see what cards are 
underneath.

1: First card is placed
   face down.

2: The next card is 
   placed face up, 
   beside the first.

3: The third cards is 
placed face up, 
beside the second, but if 
the card has a    mark, 
it's placed face down.

When the player has either drawn cards or placed cards, 
it's the next player's turn. Go on until all players have run 
out of cards.
(This means that everyone will get exactly 9 turns).



 End of the game 
Once all players have placed all their cards, the Cheese 
cards are resolved one at a time.
The order in which the cheese cards are resolved is 
irrelevant.
Flip the Animal cards by the cheese card face up, careful 
not to change their order. Line them up so that all cards are 
visible. Then resolve the line in the following order:

1) Dogs
First any dogs in the line are resolved. If there are several 
dogs in the line, they are resolved in reverse order (last 
dog first).
If there is a cat card immediately in front of or behind the 
dog, that cat is removed from the line and gained to the 
dog owner's score pile. If there are cats both immediately 
in front of and behind, the dog owner gets both. If there are 
no cats immediately in front of nor behind the dog, nothing 
happens.

Note: Any "holes" in the line because of chased  away cats 
are ignored. They won't matter anyway.
The dogs stays in line.

2) Cats
Second, any cats remaining in the line are resolved. If 
there are several cats in the line,they are resolved in 
reverse order (last cat first).
The cats will catch mice up to a distance of three (3) cards 
in front of them, starting with the closest card. Mice of other 
players' colours (any type of mouse) are removed from the 
line and gained to the cat owner's score pile. Mice of the 
same colour as the cat are not removed from the line, but 
still count as a card for distance purposes.
However, if the cat runs into a dog or cat (regardless of 
player colour) or cheese during its mouse catching, it is 
interrupted and stops.
All cats that have been resolved are removed from the line 
and put back in the box.

3) King mice
Third, any remaining King mice in the line are resolved. If 
there are several King Mice,they are resolved in reverse 
order (last King mouse first).
The King mouse is moved to the front of the line.

4) Cheese
Finally, the cheese card is scored. The mice will eat in 
the order in which they are lined up, and the cheese will 
be enough for as many mice as the cheese number. 
For example,a '3' cheese is enough to feed 3 mice. The 
numbers on the mice cards are irrelevant, and any dogs in 
the line are ignored; they don't eat cheese. The mice who 
got to eat cheese are gained to their respective owners' 
score piles.
When all Cheese cards have been resolved separately, 
proceed to Score count.

 Score count 
Each player counts their score in their score piles, 
depending on the animal:
 Normal mice, King mice: 1 point each
 Fat mice: 2 points each
 Cats: 3 points each
The colour of the Animal cards are irrelevant.

Cats (that your dog chased 
away): 6 points

You got 19 points total!

Example of scoring

Mice that your cats 
caught: 5 points total

Your mice that got to 
each cheese: 8 points 
total

The player with the most points wins! In case of a tie, 
the player with most King mice breaks the tie. If the tie 
remains, the most mouse cards breaks the tie.

Thanks for buying this game! Any comments and questions 
can be sent to OKAZU (okazubrand@gmail.com)
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